Introduction
Several recent cloud-backed storage systems advocates the composition of a number of cloud services for improving performance and fault tolerance (e.g., [1, 3, 4] ). An interesting aspect of these compositions is that the consistency guarantees they provide depend on the consistency of such base services, which are normally different.
In this short paper we discuss two ways in which these services can be composed and the implications in terms of the consistency of the composed object. Although these techniques were devised (or observed) when solving practical problems in dealing with the eventual consistency guarantees of current cloud storage services (e.g., Amazon S3 [6] , Windows Azure Blob Storage [7] ), we believe they might be of general interest, and deserve the attention of the community. In particular, we want to discuss some initial ideas about the theoretical underpinnings of object compositions in which base objects provide different consistency guarantees.
Model
We consider an asynchronous distributed system composed by a number of processes interacting through a number of shared memory objects (e.g., rw-registers, key-value stores). Furthermore, we consider two types of objects: base objects and composite objects. The latter are built on top of the former, by aggregating them. For the sake of simplicity, we assume all operations provided by the objects are waitfree. However, the objects may provide different consistency guarantees.
In our discussion we consider an hierarchy of consistency models. More specifically, let c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n be different consistency models, we assume c 1 ⇢ c 2 ⇢ ... ⇢ c n , meanPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ing that the guarantees provided by c i are also provided by c i+1 , i.e., c i+1 provides the same guarantees of c i plus some others. Notice that not all consistency models can be organized as an hierarchy, however, several important models employed in practical system do, e.g., eventual ⇢ FIFO ⇢ causal ⇢ sequential consistency.
Consistency proportionality
First, we consider the composition of a set of fail-prone base objects for implementing a fault-tolerant one. The simplest case is the use of several fail-prone base registers to implement a t-tolerant register. There are many works that study such compositions (e.g., [1, 2] ). In this scenario, we consider the following question: assuming that base objects provide different consistency guarantees, what will be the consistency provided by the composite object?
To the best of our knowledge, the only work that considers such consistency diversity is DepSky [1] . This work defines the notion of consistency proportionality in the following sense: if the underlying base objects support at least a consistency model C , the composite object provides a consistency model C . This means that if the underlying base objects are heterogeneous in terms of consistency guarantees, the composite object provides the weakest consistency among those provided. As shown in the paper, this holds for several consistency models. Figure 1 illustrates the notion of consistency proportionality for two popular quorum systems. Figure 1(a) represents the write and read quorums of a dissemination Byzantine quorum system [5] that tests the integrity and authenticity of the data through the use of authenticated data (e.g., by using signatures). In the figure we consider n = 4 base objects, tolerating one fault (f = 1).
As can be seen, these systems use read and write quorums with at least f + 1 base objects in their intersections. In such scenario, in the worst case where f objects fail and f upto-date objects are not accessed in the read, the read value will depend on the single correct object of the intersection, which may be the one providing the weakest consistency in the system. Consequently, the consistency model of the composite object will be defined by this base object. An analogous approach happens in majority quorum systems (Figure 1(b) ), where in the worst case f up-to-date objects do not respond to a read (because they fail crashing).
Consistency anchors
Cloud storage services such as Amazon S3 [6] are broadly used nowadays due to their (almost) infinite scalability and pay-as-you-go model. However, most of these systems are constrained by a key-value REST interface and only ensure eventual consistency. Recently, the SCFS cloud-backed file-system introduced the notion of consistency anchor to increase the consistency guarantees of weakly-consistent cloud storage services [3] . A similar idea was independently devised for the Hybris key-value store [4] .
The technique works by composing a strongly-consistent base object (with limited storage capacity) with one or more weakly-consistent base objects, making the consistency of the composed object similar to the strongly-consistent one, called consistency anchor. In SCFS, a strongly-consistent metadata service is composed with cloud storage services to ensure Linearizability [3] . Figure 2 depicts a composite object integrating two base objects, one providing strong semantics and another with weak consistency. The main objective is to implement the operations of the composite object in such a way that it can take advantage of the base object with strong consistency semantics to increase the consistency guarantees provided by the composite object itself. In this way, besides the weak semantics provided by one of its objects, the composite object is able to provide strong consistency semantics.
This idea become even more interesting when we encapsulate a weakly-consistent composition of objects (that uses, for instance, several fail-prone objects to create a faulttolerant one) as the weakly-consistent base object of this technique.
Open Questions
This paper describe some initial ideas that have been applied to practical cloud-backed storage systems for dealing with the consistency-heterogeneity of cloud services. We believe these ideas open a number of interesting questions that require further investigation, namely:
• What would be the consistency model satisfied by a composite object based on a set of objects satisfying consistency models that cannot be organized in an hierarchy?
• We have already some preliminary results for two popular quorum systems (dissemination Byzantine quorums and majority quorums), but what would be the consistency provided by other types of quorum systems using heterogeneous objects?
• Would it be possible to define more efficient consistencyproportional algorithms for implementing read/writeregisters objects? What about other object types?
• Can the notion of consistency anchor be used for increasing the consistency of other object types, beside read/write registers?
